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A comparative DFT study of the mechanical and electronic properties
of greigite Fe3S4 and magnetite Fe3O4
A. Roldan,a) D. Santos-Carballal, and N. H. de Leeuw
Department of Chemistry, University College London, London WC1H 0AJ, United Kingdom
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Greigite (Fe3S4) and its analogue oxide, magnetite (Fe3O4), are natural minerals with an inverse
spinel structure whose atomic-level properties may be difficult to investigate experimentally. Here,
[D. Rickard and G. W. Luther, Chem. Rev. 107, 514 (2007)] we have calculated the elastic constants
and other macroscopic mechanical properties by applying elastic strains on the unit cells. We also
have carried out a systematic study of the electronic properties of Fe3S4 and Fe3O4, where we have
used an ab initio method based on spin-polarized density functional theory with the on-site Coulomb
repulsion approximation (Ueff is 1.0 and 3.8 eV for Fe3S4 and Fe3O4, respectively). Comparison of
the properties of Fe3S4 and Fe3O4 shows that the sulfide is more covalent than the oxide, which
explains the low magnetization of saturation of greigite cited in several experimental reports. © 2013
AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4807614]
I. INTRODUCTION
Metal sulfides have been known and used as a source of
metals since ancient times. They constitute the most impor-
tant group of ore minerals, making them the raw materials
of choice for most of the world production of non-ferrous
metals. Sulfides of iron, the most abundant transition element
in the Earth’s crust, occur frequently with Fe and S in dif-
ferent oxidation states, yielding various types of natural iron
sulfides. In the present oxidized ocean, for instance, iron sul-
fides can be found in environments rich in Fe and S such as
sedimentary pore waters and deep waters of anoxic basins.1
In general, iron sulfide minerals display interesting magnetic
and electrical properties, which are strongly related to the
stoichiometric ratio between Fe and S atoms and their crys-
talline structure. These minerals are classified according to
their Fe:S ratio as marcasite or pyrite (0.5 < Fe:S < 1.05),
greigite (Fe3S4), pyrrhotite, troilite, or mackinawite (Fe1−xS:
0 < x < 0.125; x = 0 or −0.05 < x < 0.0, respectively).
Greigite is formed as an intermediate in the solid-state
transformation of mackinawite into pyrite, playing a crucial
role in the pyrite formation pathway.2–5 The model for the
mackinawite-greigite transition proposed by Lennie et al.6 re-
quires the diffusion of approximately two of every four Fe2+
cations from tetrahedral sites in mackinawite to octahedral
sites in Fe3S4, with the concomitant oxidation of half the mi-
grating Fe2+ to Fe3+. The solid-state transformation of Fe3S4
into pyrite requires the outward diffusion of tetrahedral Fe, the
reduction of Fe3+, and the oxidation of sulfide to disulfide.3, 6
Nevertheless, although Fe3S4 is not the most stable iron sul-
fide structure, it has been widely identified in marine soils and
sedimentary rocks of up to a few million years old (Ref. 7 and
references therein). Moreover, some bacteria in anoxic marine
environments produce greigite, where it has been associated
a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
alberto.roldan@ucl.ac.uk. Fax: +44 (0)20 7679 7463.
as a catalyst in a number of key biochemical reactions associ-
ated with the “iron-sulfur world” hypothesis for the origin of
life.8–11
It is of significant research interest that Fe3S4 is a rare
inverse spinel mineral and isomorphic with the iron ox-
ide magnetite (Fe3O4). Its cubic unit cell consists of eight
Fe3S4 subunits with a lattice parameter of ∼9.8 Å.12, 13
The inverse spinel arrangement is reflected by the formula
Fe3+(Fe3+Fe2+)S4, where there are two possible locations
for the Fe ions: the tetrahedral sites, filled by Fe3+ ions,
and the octahedral sites, where both Fe3+ and Fe2+ ions
reside (Fig. 1).14–18 Mössbauer experiments14, 19 and spin-
polarized multiple-scattering calculations20–22 have shown
high-spin electronic configurations for both Fe sites with
the effective spin in octahedral sites higher than in tetrahe-
dral ones.23 The orbital spin-splitting in the valence region
results in localized outermost 3d-electrons and in ordered
magnetism.1, 14, 17 The spins in tetrahedral and octahedral Fe
are aligned antiparallel with respect to each other, indicat-
ing ferrimagnetic and semiconducting properties unlike other
spinels.14–16, 19, 23 Fe3S4 magnetization of saturation has been
reported, as well as the Curie temperature, in a wide range
of values for both natural and synthetic samples. It is due to
the presence of non-ferrimagnetic impurities, sample oxida-
tion (even in an argon environment), or its decomposition at
high temperatures.1, 16, 24 In addition, the particle size is im-
portant for magnetism measurements, as the particle size de-
termines the contribution of the external shell in relation to
the bulk-core, where ultrafine magnetic particles produce su-
perparamagnetic behaviour.25
In the present paper, we have used DFT+U methodol-
ogy to report intrinsic and mechanical properties of Fe3S4,
including its elastic constants, and compared these with the
same properties of Fe3O4. The elastic constants provide im-
portant information concerning the nature of the forces oper-
ating in the solids and form a link between mechanical and
0021-9606/2013/138(20)/204712/6/$30.00 © 2013 AIP Publishing LLC138, 204712-1
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FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the spinel structure, where tetrahedral
Fe (FeTd) atoms are pale-grey balls, octahedral Fe (FeOh) are dark-grey balls,
and S or O atoms are dark-yellow balls.
dynamical properties. These properties predict a more cova-
lent character for Fe3S4 than for Fe3O4, whereas we also ex-
plain the failure of the Néel model26 to predict Fe3S4 magnetic
moments.
II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
We have used the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package
(VASP) code to carry out spin-polarized calculations within
the usual Kohn-Sham (KS) implementation of density func-
tional theory (DFT).27, 28 The generalized gradient approxi-
mation (GGA) was employed with the PW91 functional,29
with the spin interpolation formula of Vosko et al.30 and dis-
persion interactions correction via the semiempirical method
of Grimme.31 The inner electrons consisting of orbitals up
to, and including, the 3p levels for Fe, the 2p level for S,
and the 1s for O, were described by the projector augmented
wave (PAW) method.32 KS valence states were expanded in
a plane-wave basis set with a cut off at 600 eV and 520 eV
for the kinetic energy of sulfide and oxide, respectively, these
high values ensured that no Pulay stresses occurred within
the cell during relaxations. An energy threshold defining self-
consistency of the electron density was set to 10−5 eV. In or-
der to improve the convergence of the Brillouin-zone integra-
tions, the partial occupancies were determined using the tetra-
hedron method with Blöchl corrections, with a set width for
all calculations of 0.02 eV. These smearing techniques can
be considered as a form of finite-temperature DFT,33 where
the varied quantity is the electronic free energy, however, fi-
nal energy values were corrected to 0 K (no smearing). The
optimization of the structures was conducted via a conju-
gate gradients technique, which uses the total energy and the
Hellmann-Feynman forces on the atoms, where in the present
paper the break condition for the ionic relaxation loop was set
at 0.01 eV/Å. Spin-orbit coupling was not considered as its
influence is negligible on the atomic magnetic moments.34
Within the VASP code, it is possible to assign an ini-
tial spin population and orientation at each atom, where the
system will converge to the ground state spin configuration,
but keeping the same orientation on the spins. Thus, the ini-
tial magnetic moment was described by a high spin ferrimag-
netic distribution on both types of Fe. However, to describe
the magnetic behaviour properly, an accurate treatment of
the electron correlation in the localized d-Fe orbitals is cru-
cial. Hence, we have used the Hubbard approximation35, 36
to improve the description of localized states in this type of
system, where standard local-density approximation (LDA)
and GGA functionals fail.37 The disadvantage of this approx-
imation is the rather empirical character of the Ueff param-
eter choice, a feature that also appears when using hybrid
functionals since the amount of Fock exchange is system-
dependent.37–41 Therefore, we have followed the approach
used by Devey et al.22 who determined a suitable Ueff value
for Fe3S4 at Ueff = 1 eV, which was chosen on the basis of
comparison of the computed lattice parameters and band gap
with the available experimental data.42 For Fe3O4, we fitted
the Ueff vs. the band gap in the low-symmetry unit cell, be-
low the Verwey temperature,43 which presents a non-metallic
character shown by a small band gap of ∼0.14 eV.44–46 As
we found that Ueff = 3.8 eV opens a band gap of 0.14 eV,
we have considered Ueff = 3.8 eV in the 56 atoms high-
symmetry unit cell, by modifying the same orbitals as in
Fe3S4.
Bulk calculations were carried out on a spinel cubic cell
containing 56 atoms, of which 24 were Fe atoms and 32 were
S atoms (or O atoms in the Fe3O4 case) (Fig. 1). All atoms
were fully relaxed until the required accuracy was reached.
Calculations were carried out in the reciprocal space of the
cell and were described by a Monkhorst-Pack grid47 of 4 × 4
× 4 k-points, which ensures the electronic and ionic conver-
gence. Higher numbers of k-points were tested but these led
to an energy difference of less than 0.01 eV.
The elastic tensors were determined using the stan-
dard finite difference technique, where the calculation of the
second order elastic constants is achieved through the descrip-
tion of a linear elastic strain response of the material as it
opposes to a certain stress. Each elastic constant (Cij) is a
component of a matrix, denoted by Voigt notation as sub-
script. We have derived each Cij via the second-order Taylor
expansion of the total energy with respect to the applied dis-
tortion, Eq. (1), where E is the total energy of the stressed
cell, ε is the component of the applied strain, and V is the
equilibrium volume,48, 49
Cij = 1
V
∂2E
∂εi∂εj
. (1)
We have optimized both the lattice parameters and the inter-
nal atomic coordinates to avoid residual stresses, which are
essential in the performance of an accurate comparison. The
strain applied was up to ±0.4% of the cell parameter keeping
a constant volume as describe by Ainsworth et al.49 Due to
the crystal symmetry, the minimum linearly independent sets
of strains to determine the elastic constants are two, leading to
the C11, C12, and C44 matrix components. For less symmetric
crystals, such as orthorhombic, monoclinic, or triclinic, space
groups up to six sets need to be determined.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Structural properties
After geometry optimization, the calculated cubic cell
parameters are 9.671 and 8.390 Å for Fe3S4 and Fe3O4, re-
spectively, the experimental value for Fe3O4 is 8.390405.43
Both parameters are in good agreement with the experiment
(see Table I for Fe3S4) considering that GGA functionals typi-
cally underestimate the structural properties of strongly corre-
lated magnetic systems, including metal oxides and sulfides,
due to the underestimation of exchange-splitting.50 The mean
distance between octahedral Fe and surrounding S atoms
is d(FeOh–S) = 2.37 Å, slightly larger than for tetrahedral
Fe d(FeTd–S) = 2.18 Å, with both distances differing less
than 0.1 Å from reported measurements.18, 51 As expected,
both distances are longer in greigite than in magnetite, where
the mean distances are d(FeOh–O) = 2.05 Å and d(FeTd–O)
= 1.89 Å, differing less than 0.01 Å from previously reported
distances.52 We carried out Bader analysis to obtain the ar-
rangement of charge and spin densities along the unit cells,
which, considering the electron delocalization by using DFT,
do not provide enough information to determine the electronic
structure and supplementary techniques as density of states
(DOS) are required. Structural data of Fe3S4 and Fe3O4 is
summarised in Table II. We have also carried out a DFPertur-
bation theory53 calculation with fully relaxed cell vectors and
ionic coordinates to obtain the phonon vibrations, where the
3N vibrational frequencies range between 385–59 cm−1 and
674–142 cm−1 for Fe3S4 and Fe3O4, respectively.
B. Mechanical properties
An accurate experimental determination of elastic con-
stants needs large pure single crystals that are difficult to ob-
tain, and it is hence not surprising that no information about
the mechanical properties of Fe3S4 is available in the litera-
ture. Nevertheless, a comparison with the known Fe3O4 prop-
erties may validate our calculated results. For this purpose,
we have derived the elastic constants C11, C12, and C44 of
both the Fe3S4 and Fe3O4 cubic cells. These elastic constants,
summarised in Table III, quantify the response of the crystal
TABLE I. Summary of previously reported unit cell parameter (a0) and
magnetization of saturation (Ms) of greigite, and this work.
Origin Grain size (nm) a0 (Å) Ms (μB f.u.−1) Reference
Natural 400–500 9.876 . . . 54
Natural <4–8 (μm) 9.87508 ± 72 1.06 55
Natural 10–100 (μm) 9.859 . . . 56
Synthetic <1–44 9.872 3.12 57
Synthetic 9–13 9.83–9.87 2.2 ± 0.3 13
Synthetic 10 . . . 1.04–2.04 58
Synthetic 10–15 9.86 2.0 ± 0.3 12
Synthetic 30–50 9.90 1.06–1.27 59
Synthetic ∼44 (μm) 9.8538(2) 3.52 ± 0.10 18
Synthetic <150–400 . . . 0.16–1.54 5
. . . ∼3 (μm) . . . 1.51–2.37 60
Computational Bulk 9.671 3.44 This paper
TABLE II. Summary of geometric and electronic properties of bulk Fe3S4
and Fe3O4 structures. The properties listed are the mean value of the first-
neighbors distance (d), the charge (q), and the spin densities (ms). The sign
minus in the spin density represents the antiparallel alignment in the ferri-
magnetic spinels.
Fe3S4 bulk Fe3O4 bulk
d(FeTd) (Å) 2.180 1.890
d(FeOh) (Å) 2.370 2.050
d(S) (Å) 2.323 2.010
q(FeTd) (e−) 1.1 1.8
q(FeOh) (e−) 1.0 1.7
q(S) (e−) − 0.8 − 1.3
ms(FeTd) (μB) − 2.8 − 4.0
ms(FeOh) (μB) 3.0 3.9
ms(S/O) (μB) 0.1 0.1
to external forces, and are related to macroscopic parameters
obtained from an average of randomly oriented polycrystals.
The elastic constant C11 (and equivalent: C22 and C33)
measures the response of the cell to a pressure applied perpen-
dicular to each cell face. C11 is calculated at 105 and 242 GPa
for Fe3S4 and Fe3O4, respectively (Table III). The calculated
value of C11 is clearly higher for Fe3O4 than for Fe3S4, with
the C11 of Fe3O4 fairly close to the accepted experimental
value of 260.5 GPa. This early result corroborates the sugges-
tion that sulfide is easier to compress (softer) than the oxide.61
A distortion along two different axes leads to C12, C21, C23,
and C32, which are equivalent elastic constants. The calcu-
lated C12 for Fe3O4 differs less than 19 GPa from the exper-
imental value while C12(Fe3S4) is 42 GPa. For the last in-
dependent elastic constant, C44, we obtain a value of 39 and
55 GPa, respectively, for the sulfide and the oxide. The cal-
culated elastic constants for Fe3O4 compare well with the ex-
perimental benchmark,61 and with a maximum discrepancy
of 13% in Fe3O4, we might expect an equally good prediction
for the calculated elastic constants of Fe3S4.
We have calculated the Fe3S4 and Fe3O4 bulk and shear
moduli by equating the uniform strain in the crystal aggre-
gates to the external isostrain in the Voigt approximation.62
Further, we have derived other elastic properties such as the
Young’s modulus, the Poisson’s coefficient, and the shear
TABLE III. Physical properties of Fe3S4 and Fe3O4 derived from the elas-
tic constants (Cij): bulk modulus (B), shear modulus (G), B/G ratio, Young’s
modulus (Y), Poisson’s ratio (σ ), and anisotropy factor (A). Previously re-
ported Fe3O4 values are shown for comparison.
Fe3S4 Fe3O4 Fe3O4 (Expt.)
C11 (GPa) 104.7 242.3 260.5 ± 1.061
C12 (GPa) 41.8 159.9 148.3 ± 3.061
C44 (GPa) 39.0 55.0 63.3 ± 1.561
B (GPa) 62.8 187.4 185.7 ± 3.061
G (GPa) 36.0 49.5 60.3 ± 3.061
B/G 1.7 3.8 3.1
Y (GPa) 90.6 136.5 163.5
σ 0.29 0.40 0.36
A 1.24 1.34 1.13
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anisotropy factor.63 The elastic moduli, thus, are useful in pre-
dicting the structural stability of materials: the bulk modulus
(B), from Eq. (2), represents the resistance to fracture, while
the shear modulus (G), from Eq. (3), measures the resistance
to a plastic deformation,
B = C11 + 2C12
3
, (2)
G = C11 − C12 + 3C44
5
. (3)
The calculated bulk modulus for Fe3S4 is 62.8 GPa which
is 124.6 GPa smaller than its oxide analogue, whereas the
Fe3O4 bulk modulus differs by only 1.7 GPa from the reported
value.61 The shear modulus is also smaller in Fe3S4 than in
the oxide by 13.5 GPa. These values already depict a Fe3S4
more deformable than Fe3O4 also explained by the relation-
ship between B and G, which provides information about the
material’s fragility/ductility. A ratio of B/G > 1.75 is asso-
ciated with ductility, whereas a lower value corresponds to a
brittle nature.64 Given a B/G ratio of 1.74 for Fe3S4 and 3.8
for Fe3O4 (or 3.1 as derived from Ref. 61), our calculations
show that the anionic species in the materials have a signifi-
cant effect on their properties. Fe3S4 is harder but more liable
to break or shatter compared to the same structure with oxy-
gen as its anion, which is more ductile.
The Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio (Eqs. (4) and
(5), respectively) are characteristic properties of a material,
related to its elasticity, and are often used to provide a measure
of the stiffness of a solid,
Y = 9BG
3B + G, (4)
σ = C12
C11 + C12 . (5)
The Fe3S4 Young’s modulus is smaller than the one of Fe3O4
by 45.9 GPa, showing that the Fe3S4 structure is more suscep-
tible to physical changes than the oxide, which may explain
greigite’s metastability.6 Poisson’s ratio (σ ) measures the sta-
bility of the crystal to shear and provides more information
about the interatomic forces than any other elastic property. A
Poisson’s ratio above 0.25 means that the interaction between
atoms is mainly through central forces (with ionic character);
whereas lower values indicate that large volume changes oc-
cur during uniaxial deformation. A Poisson’s ratio below 0.1
is characteristic of covalent materials,65 this ratio is, therefore,
a measure of bond-covalency. The values of σ (Fe3S4) = 0.29
and σ (Fe3O4) = 0.40 show that the governing force between
Fe−S atoms in Fe3S4 is more covalent than in Fe3O4. This re-
sult is in full agreement with the Fe−S orbital overlap in the
density of states, see Sec. III C, indicating a higher degree of
covalency in Fe3S4 compared to Fe3O4.
Elastic anisotropy (A) (Eq. (6)) of a crystal is correlated
with the tendency of the material to form micro-cracks. While
a perfectly isotropic crystal would have A = 1, we calculate
values of A(Fe3S4) = 1.24 and A(Fe3O4) = 1.34 indicating
that their behaviour slightly depends on the stress direction,
A = 2C44
C11 − C12 . (6)
The overall description derived from the elastic properties is
that greigite is more liable to deformations than Fe3O4 (small
elastic moduli and anisotropy values) and the forces between
the ions are more delocalized in the sulfide comparing with a
harder anion such as in the oxide magnetite (small Poisson’s
ratio). As we will show in Sec. III C, the present mechani-
cal description agrees with the description derived from the
electronic structure.
C. Electronic properties
Due to its importance in geomagnetism and environmen-
tal magnetic studies, the magnetic behaviour of Fe3S4 is a
major topic in most recent publications on greigite.1, 54, 66 We
now describe the atomic charges and magnetic moment de-
rived by means of a Bader analysis,67, 68 where the electron
(or spin) density associated with each atom is integrated over
the Bader volume of the atom in question. The Bader vol-
ume is not calculated as a sphere of constant radius due to the
changes in the effective atomic radii with the oxidation state
of the ion, but it is charge density dependent. Even so, the
electron delocalization of the DFT method leads to an under-
estimation of atomic charges. The mean charges on the octa-
hedral Fe are 1.0 e− and 1.7 e−, while on tetrahedral Fe they
are 1.1 e− and 1.8 e− for Fe3S4 and Fe3O4, respectively. The
magnetization of saturation (Ms), i.e., when the magnetiza-
tion presents its highest possible value and does not increase
as a result of an increase in an applied magnetic field, may be
predicted from the spin values for the ionic moments accord-
ing to the Néel model,26 calculated as the sum of all sublat-
tice moments per formula unit. However, whereas it correctly
predicts the Fe3O4 net magnetization (but not for sublattice
moments),43, 69 the Ms of Fe3S4 is 3.44 μB/f.u., smaller than
the sum of all its sublattice moments and expected from the
Néel model 4.00 μB/f.u. The Ms calculated for magnetite is
4.00 μB/f.u. in full agreement with the experiment and the
Néel model. However, the discrepancy between Ms(Fe3S4)
and that model is related to the degree of covalency between
Fe and the anions: the increased bond-localization of the elec-
trons lowers the ordered magnetic moment. This localization
of the d-electrons, especially around the octahedral sites, is
clearly shown by the states overlapping in the density of states
(Fig. 2).
Although Fe3O4 and Fe3S4 are structurally equivalent
and electronically similar, only the first material undergoes a
first-order phase transition, called the Verwey transition, that
takes place at temperature TV = 122 K,70 where the electrical
conductivity is decreased on cooling. However, this behaviour
is not observed in either natural or synthetic Fe3S4.13, 24, 71
Several attempts have been made to explain the Verwey
transformation of Fe3O4 including: (1) charge order-disorder
mechanism in the Fe occupying octahedral positions,70 (2)
crystal-structural transformation that opens a band gap in the
electronic band structure72 that can be seen as a transition
from inverted- to normal-spinel,73 and (3) electron-phonon
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FIG. 2. Density of states of (a) Fe3S4 and (b) Fe3O4 projected on octahedral
(FeOh) and tetrahedral (FeTd) iron with respect to the Fermi level (vertical
dashed line). Solid-black line describes the octahedral states and dashed-blue
line describes the tetrahedral states.
and electron-electron correlations that show a cooperative
interplay between lattice, charge, and orbital degrees of
freedom.74 Whereas low-symmetry Fe3O4 presents a small
band gap (∼0.14 eV), high-symmetry Fe3O4 has a continuous
band at the Fermi level for the channel of the minority spins
β indicating half-metallic behaviour, which might be similar
for Fe3S4 despite it is not clear from its DOS. We carried out
a hybrid-functional (HSE06) calculation to conclude that the
DOS (not shown in the present paper) indicates a similar elec-
tronic structure and half-metallic properties than Fe3O4.
As commented above, the explanation for the covalent
character between Fe and S, and the crystal field splitting
on Fe atoms, is supported by the projected density of states
(LDOS) on FeOh and FeTd (Fig. 2). In both Fe3S4 and Fe3O4,
the energy difference between the t2g and eg bands on FeOh
is about 2 eV and both bands are occupied by majority spin
α, whereas minority spin β partially occupy the t2g from the
ferrous states of some FeOh.75 However, the oxide bands are
shifted down in energy by ∼1.5 eV compared with Fe3S4,
again due to the strong oxygen anions. Moreover, the inverse
spinel of both minerals disposes an antiparallel spin distribu-
tion, the FeTd majority spin is on β-bands (e and t2) which are
fully occupied. Note, however, that although we have shown
here the main trends, higher level calculations are required
to represent a pure half-metallic inverse spinel and elimi-
nate spin contamination, as in the α-bands from ferric FeTd
electrons.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In the present work, we have used the DFT+U approach
(Ueff = 1 eV for Fe3S4 and Ueff = 3.8 eV for Fe3O4) to carry
out a systematic study of the properties of greigite (Fe3S4)
and its analogue oxide, magnetite (Fe3O4). The calculated
first neighbour distances in the Fe3S4 material differ by less
than 0.1 Å from previous reports. The Fe3O4 calculated dis-
tances are even closer to the benchmark (differences in Fe−O
of less than 0.01 Å) for the same type of Fe atoms. However,
the average distance between the Fe and the corresponding
anion is different enough (∼0.3 Å) to provide a clear differ-
entiation between the pure sulfide and the oxide compound,
hardly distinguishable in synthetic samples. Furthermore, we
have derived a number of mechanical properties from the in-
dependent elastic constants C11, C12, and C44 corresponding
to Fe3S4 and Fe3O4. The ratio of the bulk to shear allowed us
to evaluate the effect of the anionic species in the material,
i.e., greigite is harder than magnetite, but liable to fracture
and Fe−S interaction has a more covalent character than the
oxide. Moreover, by comparing the electronic structures, we
also found a higher overlapping in S−Fe than in O−Fe, sup-
porting the higher degree of covalency in Fe3S4 compared to
Fe3O4. The DOS of Fe3S4 appears more complex since the
less electronegative S bands are positioned at higher energy
compared to the oxygen bands in Fe3O4. Furthermore, our
theoretical results provide an explanation for the low Fe3S4
magnetization of saturation, compared to that expected from
the Néel model, from both the elastic properties and the DOS
analysis. However, a higher level of accuracy, such as hybrid-
functional, is required to describe the half-metallic behaviour
of Fe3S4.
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